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Upload a file

Hash to Check:
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Select a file to get its hash:

Free Text: (0 to 200 characters):

Type... Type...

Type...

Choose File No file chosen

Tag in Blockchain 

XERIFY HASH

XERIFY TEXT

Xerif

Connect

Block Nr Sender Description File Hash

544646655

544646655

544646655

544646655

0x73c1c98aa04138EAAf370C821F8187A6c4C8B08D

0x106d1B631916c437d104b90BD3988EF6Aa4a0FEc

0x2239ec25dc3da1911dD62A89d0D932b67eDDe0A8

0x1f9a75A999EB577b72a7dB549626Fc94656aD9c9

Encapsulated Form June 6th

My doc

Confidential...

Pic 5 June

76e0ga145125fd4b4905f9v5f7984677885f54

55e0aa15743fd4b4905f9b5f798467786d16a

ff08fdda560c78ca35c3f1aa3dea8b27a7dbd

9424fc887490ae51f978b9bb6d45c36fe460

 X-Stamp
X- Stamp a file or a text
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Some of the Xerify Use Cases

You have written a poem, 
a book or compose a 
song? Mark it with XERIFY! 
You will always be able to 
prove that you are the real 
and original owner!

A doctor or a pharmacy 
can verify the patient 
history log book (vaccines, 
drugs, etc.) immutability 
to prevent any mistake or 
abuse with XERIFY!

Prove Ownership


Healthcare

Ensure 

Original Source

Vehicle Service and 
automobile vendor

Set Contract 
Immutability

Army - Law 
Enforcement

.... and invent your own use cases!

Data integrity

Educational 
Certificates

You or your company 
finally agreed on a 
contract with a third 
party. Now, you need to 
ensure that the agreed 
and signed contract will 
never be altered. Mark it 
with XERIFY! refer to it!

Ensure immutability of 
confidential documents, 
between the sender and  
receiver using XERIFY!

You are a journalist, you 
took a picture or a video 
of an event and you 
would like to be sure that 
your readers can trust 
what they see. Mark it 
with XERIFY! 

XERIFY allows verifying 
the immutability of a 
vehicle service book, 
mileage, etc.

You have finalized the 
accounting of your 
company. The excel sheet 
is full of numbers and 
everything is fine.  Mark it 
with XERIFY!

Ensure the validity of a 
school diploma or a 
language course 
certificate with XERIFY!
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How It Works

In short,  uses  

as an immutable, fast, secure 
decentralized ledger to provide 

a trusted record of your files 

Xerify BNB Chain
Only a secure representative 
(hash) of your document is used 
to create the trusted record on 
the Your original files 
are not transferred and remain  
confidential.

BNB Chain. 

IMPORTANT 

Always store your X-Stamped file(s) to be 

able to claim its true origin if needed.

Xerif
NOTICE


XerifyNo files are stored by , only the secured 
representative of your file (the hash) is stored on

the blockchain.
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How to use (X-Verify directly from the homepage)

Use to verify the immutability of

any image, text or documents stamped 

by Xerify on the Blockchain

 X-Verify 

 There is no cost to X-Verify a file or a hash.
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How to use

Use  to easily stamp  
your image, text or any 
documents to the Blockchain 
to ensure their immutability 

X-Stamp
For Metamask with Ledger, 
users need to

Open settings
 Blind Signing (enabled
 Debug Data (enabled) 

Use to verify the 
immutability ofany image, text 
or documents stamped by Xerify 
on the Blockchain

 X-Verify 

2 3

X-Verify 

Hash to Check:

Text to Check

Type...

Type...

XERIFY HASH

XERIFY TEXT

1

Connect to
via

  You need to hold some 
 and  for gas 

fees in your wallet
XRFY BNB

 X-Stamp
X- Stamp a file or a text
Upload a file

Select a file to get its hash:

Free Text: (0 to 200 characters):

Type...

Choose File No file chosen

Tag in Blockchain 

(From the dApp, X-Stamp or X-Verify)
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Easy to Use

In very few seconds, 
you can check that 
your  X-Stamp

has been successful 
on our X-Explorer
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What Is Blockchain What Is 
A Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger 
that securely records transaction data across 
many specialized computers on the network. 
Blockchain ensures data integrity through its 
immutable nature via cryptography and 
consensus mechanisms, meaning once 
information is recorded, it cannot be altered 
retroactively.



BNB Chain’s mission is to build the 
infrastructure powering the world’s parallel 
virtual ecosystem, and BNB Chain’s 
commitment to the community is that it will be: 

 100 tp
 Blocktime ~ 3se






Ope
For creators and inventor
Permissionles
Forever decentralize
Bigger than and separate from Binance Exchange




The XRFY Utility Token

Xerif

XRFY tokens are the 
keys to access and 

use the Xerify Platform



What is the cost to X-Stamp a file

To proceed with a 

you will need:X-Stamp 

500 XRFY = ~ $0.45

Total cost
 There is no cost to X-Verify a file or a hash.

 Price on June 20th 2023

~$0.48

+ BNB gas fees ($0.03)

Xerif



How to Buy XRFY

Xerif

Click  or Scan 

to Buy XRFY on PancakeSpap 

Token Contract Address
0x790330ef9c31b3e1ddaec02d28259f4717b1c321

You can buy tokens on XRFY 

Scan or click here  to 
Xerify the X-Stamped 
XRFY Contract Address

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x790330ef9c31b3e1ddaec02d28259f4717b1c321
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x790330ef9c31b3e1ddaec02d28259f4717b1c321
https://bscscan.com/token/0x790330ef9c31b3e1ddaec02d28259f4717b1c321
https://xerify.it/index.php?h=08d80c4ea59787874805ccbc3c5d8086533f9b68f689a860ea19e3d4e9ff89b3
https://xerify.it/index.php?h=08d80c4ea59787874805ccbc3c5d8086533f9b68f689a860ea19e3d4e9ff89b3
https://xerify.it/index.php?h=08d80c4ea59787874805ccbc3c5d8086533f9b68f689a860ea19e3d4e9ff89b3


Find Xerify

Xerif
Xerify - Trust via Blockchain

Website - Dapp Discord Twitter
https://discord.gg/5Qya4e4nJ9 https://twitter.com/Xerify_IT

http://xerify.it
https://discord.gg/5Qya4e4nJ9
https://twitter.com/Xerify_IT

